
Parameter Marks Mean
Std. 

Devn.

Polling 

Count
% Mean % SD

Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, 

life skills and employability skills to make you ready for the world 

of work.

4 2.944 0.931 589 74 32

How happy are you with the discipline and security provided by 

the college?
4 3.51 0.767 589 88 22

How much of the syllabus was covered in the class? 4 3.53 0.677 589 88 19

How satisfied are you with the canteen facilities provided by the 

college?
4 2.48 1.044 589 62 42

How satisfied are you with the general quality of infrastructure of 

the college (Classroom, lab, etc.)?
4 3.277 0.822 589 82 25

How satisfied are you with the ICT infrastructure of the college? 4 3.09 0.824 589 77 27

How satisfied are you with the library facilities provided by the 

college?
4 3.273 0.871 589 82 27

How satisfied are you with the opportunities provided for social 

services and extension activities by the college?
4 3.02 0.897 589 76 30

How satisfied are you with the opportunities provided for training 

and placement by the college?
4 2.787 0.913 589 70 33

How satisfied are you with the service of the college office? 4 2.921 0.947 589 73 32

How well did the teachers prepare for the classes? 4 3.401 0.613 589 85 18

How well were the teachers able to communicate? 4 3.396 0.829 589 85 24

Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to 

overcome them. 
4 2.84 0.977 589 71 34

Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular 

activities. 
4 2.836 0.895 589 71 32

Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course 

outcomes and programme outcomes.
4 3.042 0.926 589 76 30

The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow. 4 2.84 0.857 589 71 30

The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is 

very good. 
4 3.172 0.784 589 79 25

The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with 

providing right level of challenges.
4 2.961 0.925 589 74 31

The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and 

applications. 
4 3.379 0.754 589 84 22

The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates 

you in cognitive, social and emotional growth.
4 2.932 0.873 589 73 30

What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector, 

Multimedia, etc. while teaching.
4 2.923 1.027 589 73 35

Overall 77 29

UG Student Feedback Data Analysis Sheet for Semester II, IV & VI
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Srl.

No.
Observation / Suggestions

1
Teacehrs are good. They makes us understand every topic in the best possible manner. Overall my learning 

experience experience is good happy with my teachers

2 The teaching-learning experience in our institution is really good.

3 ...

4 .

5

Teachers should also provide help over phone by whatever means before end sem exam but after the session has 

ended

6 nothing much

7

1. some teachers only make us copy things from the book through out the session!

2. uncertainty in class schedule. please tell before hand if the teacher will be taking the class or not.only sharing the 

college timing is not enough!

3.student select this college mainly for placement and we do not get enough opportunity here. which is so frustrating 

tbh. 

8

Few teachers are unable to cover their topic or explain it in detail.

There are approximately 3-4 teachers for every subject, if that could be reduced, it would be better.

We have too many combined classes and at time, we miss out on some topics because of the same.

9

1. Give real life examples

2. revise previous class topics

3. more practical and less theory

10 The washroom need to be improved

11 #NAME?

12

1. The teachers should try to complete the syllabus on time .

2. The teachers should teach the concepts in a practical way so that it's easier to understand.

3. They should provide ppts which they use to students so that we can study through it

13 NA

14

â€¢ Maintaining a schedule so that we can follow it accordingly.

â€¢ Getting notified in time whether there are no classes/ classes in specific time period.

â€¢ Question answer discussion periods.

15

1. I would encourage more class interaction and discussions instead of old fashioned teaching of just jotting things 

down in my notebook .

2. Not starting all the chapters of a particular subject  together as we find great difficulty in interpreting and relating 

them.

16

â€¢ Teachers are helpful and understanding.

â€¢ Teaching way of teacher is amazing.

â€¢Teacher always motivates us.

Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

17 Everything is good

18

1. If possible explain the chapters in depth with real life examples specially Law.

2. If possible explain the concept of each chapters instead of just making us write huge paragraphs for  mcq papers.

19

â€¢The teachers should be more interactive 

â€¢the canteen food is very poor and it's always over crowded. Food is never available 

â€¢students should be allowed tiffin break

20

1. It would be helpful if a specified study material is prescribed to followed during the class, this would save a lot of 

dictation time which could be spent on more discussions on the topic and solving more sums.



2. It would be very beneficial if we had hybrid lectures (those who learn better in the physical mode can sit in the 

classroom and those who have tuitions can still attend the college lectures by saving on the transportation time)



3. All Students should be encouraged to share their ideas on a topic and ask more questions which will help us think 

more deeply about the topic and benefit from the knowledge of our peers. (Intially just ask everyone to share 

whatever they know and once the students become comfortable they would themselves want to speak up in class)

21

Use ICT tools and digital gamebased learning.

Use some study charts.

Be friendly with students and create a proper Atmosphere and social climate.

22

FOCUS ON THE PRACTICAL APPLICABILITY OF CONCEPTS

STUDENTS PARTICIPATON OR GROUP DISCUSSION

APPLICATION OF CREATIVE SKILLS

23
1.The teachers can conduct question /answers sessions in the class for better preparation of students examination 

2. Modules can be shown to students related  to important subject topics

24 The teaching facility is good.

25 I'm satisfied

26 the teacing is overall good

27

â€¢ Should use presentations more often

â€¢ Should cover all topics properly

â€¢ Teachers should differentiate chapters of one subject, sometimes it feels very haphazard

â€¢ Giving VACATIONS is very important, students can't travel for hours in the scorching heat

28

Will explain that topic and point.

Send the notes to everyone

Equality

29 I think teachers more often should use projectors for better understanding of concepts.

30 Teaching should also be done in the projector .



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

31
â€¢ There should be more multimedia use like visual learning.

â€¢ There should be more interesting intersection between teachers and students.

32

â€¢ Improve Communication

â€¢ Take care of students

â€¢ involvement

33 â€¢ Sometimes using of lcd projector

34
â€¢ Revisions in form of quiz, presentation, group division. 

35 no suggestion

36

1. Professors tend to cancel classes or not be present in college on short notice. While this is acceptable for the 

reasons they have it would be appreciated if students could be informed a day prior or before they arrive at college.

2. The library staff are often very loud and have personal discussions within the library. 

3. A lot of the allotted classrooms have boards that wont function making it difficult to have classes there.

37

Frequent use of ICT infrastructures like projector, multimedia

More interactive with the students



38

1. Professor's can use the ICT tools more to show us the real life example and make it a more interactive and 

communicative class.

2. More of research based activities should be given to us, the students to get more involved into the subject and to 

expand our knowledge

3. Like we had in schools, I feel we can have group research activities each week, for a subject one topic, that we 

develop the collaborative working or peer working more.

39

* I would appreciate if the teachers tried to connect to a student and helped in the areas the students are struggling, 

however only a little fair amount of teachers do that.

* Implementing more Practical and visual learning. 

* Exposure to foreign programs and workshops.

40 Good

41

1. Pages after pages of notes are not really needed for a mcq paper

2. Notes are given from the books which everyone has

3. Very often we students dont attend classes because we are not willing to, not even for attandance! Few classes 

needs to be a bit more intersting apart form just writing notes

42
. More use of the projector. 

43 No suggestions.

44

.proper timetable 

.keep our classes in respective rooms only

45

Give proper timetable to us we don't know whose class in next

Please keep our classes in our respective rooms only



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

46
1)We don't have rountine(morning batch(

2) we should have our classes in particular rooms

47

1. Inter department and inter college seminars

2. Organising College Fests 

48 Nil.

49 Every thing is fine and well organised

50 It's perfect from all aspects, no changes required.

51 they should start using the mic and projectors

52 N/A

53
1. A little use of technical education at times.

54 It is very good

55 I THINK THERE IS NOTHING TO IMPROVE AS TEACHERS ARE DOING VERY WELL TO MAKE US SCORE GOOD

56 Nothing as such

57
I am quiet satisfied with mostly all of my professors. But if it was possible for all our professors to complete our 

syllabus a bit more than what they can usually able to complete then it would have been a little more helpful for us

58
1. Proper use of infrastructure provided 

2. A proper routine should be followed for the classes

59

3 suggestions-

1. Few professors are wrong with their facts. They should improve this.

2. Teachers themselves come late to class, waste time and in the end say there was no time to complete syllabus. If 

punctuality is expected from us then why not them?

3. Few teachers don't use the mic provided. Half of the times it doesn't work.

60 Try to complete the syllabus efficiently. The objective should not be just completing on time

61

1. Use ICT tools more often.

2. Communication between the professors and students should be improved.

62

* Use of ICT tool.

*Communication between the professor and students should improve.

63
Use ICT tools 

Communication between professor and students should improve

64

1.Adopting more objective and practical method of teaching. 

2.Making the class more interactive. 

3.Making the learning process more enjoyable.

65

1. Professors made the theoretical portion very clear, practical knowledge would do wonders ( eg, on-site visit in a 

factory)

2. Making the class more interactive 

3. Making the learning process more enjoyable.

66 Somewhat Nice



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

67

1. Teacher's method of teaching is good . Theory base is clearly communicated but practical knowledge should be 

encouraged . Eg ( on- site visiting like factory )

2. Making the class more interactive 

3. Making the learning process enjoying

68

I would really like to extend an earnest request to the respective department to look after the cleanliness of the 

toilets .

Availability of proper food in canteen 

69 More explanations can be done on a particular topic

70

1.Teachers should make the subjects much more interesting to us,or else it become very boring in the theoretical 

related classes.

2.Teachers and students bond or communication need to be much more effective.

71 My learning experience in this college is so far good.

72

1. To specify the syllabus and contents of the chapters

2. To solve the technical issue of microphone in classrooms

3. To provide a proper schedule for classes

73

To specify the syllabus and discuss the possible questions 

To provide the study material required in the form of pdfs

To have a proper schedule for classes

74 No

75

. Having more interactive sessions on subjects.

. Solving university sample questions.

. Give more guidance on scoring high in exams.

76 Over all its well but it needs live more effort and classes tp complete the whole syllabus

77

. Inprove interaction and friendly teaching with real life examples.

. Provide us with sampke answers suitable for scoring good marks and performing well.

. Teaching a little slowly so that all students can catch up with teachers pace and use of digital projectors and 

multimedia for teaching should be there.

78 I am very much satisfied with the teaching-learning process of the teachers.

79

The overall teaching is very good but i feel that the duration of each lecture is too much, so the attention span and 

interest gets lost in the middle. So this duration should be less, at least 40 mins will be okay. 

I feel the college hours are too much like from 9:40 to 5:10, somedays. so many, cannot do other activities, as most 

time is getting drained there. Lots of internship opportunities are lost, because of time management and constraints.

80
Informed about if we won't be having a class 

81
Teachers are very helpful 

All the notes provided are very much useful

82 1. Canteen services can be better.



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

83

1. Use of more diagram 

2. Take students to the lab 

84 The online classes should be kept at a little flexible timings and breaks should be there.

85

Teacher's explain well

Explain with an example 

Projector are used rarely

86

1. Mandatory syllabus completion

2. More questions and answers from chapters and question papers to be worked out

3. More coordination among the teachers.

87 The teaching is greate

88

1. Teachers should communicate more with the students apart from studies.



89

The teachers should be more empathetic towards the students.

The mental health of students should also be taken into consideration

Teachers should help students instead of targeting them during classes,this wastes the time of the class and also 

bring down the students self esteem. 

An incident happened where a teacher pointed out a girl's dress stating it was inappropriate and humiliated her for 

wearing sleeveless top, eventhough the dress did not violate the college dress code and was quite decent.

90

1. Professors should be more empathetic and friendly towards us. The mental health of students should also be taken 

into consideration. Teachers should stop targetting students who have difficult time in paying attention in the class 

and handle the situation calmly rather than shouting and embarrassing the student in the class which has a negative 

impact on mental health.

2. Teachers should not UNNECESSARILY comment on the outfit of the student when it was clearly not violating the 

dress code. An incident happened in sec A when a teacher negatively commented on the outfit of a girl which did not 

even violate the dress code, in between her lecture. 

3. There should be a proper recess time since we're neither allowed to eat in the class, and going to the canteen 

sometimes result in missing the class completely

91 Nothing everything is fine

92
The ratio of 1 professor for 150+ students is too high. 

The microphone doesn't work properly so as to reach the voice of the professor to the last bench.

93 Teacher's should be frank with the students.

94 #NAME?



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

95

All teachers should involve different modes of teaching like showing movies or videos or ppts related to a topic

Class timings need to be max 45 minutes because nobody can concentrate for 1 hr, especially for 2 consecutive 

classes.

Comprehensive notes, at least in bullet points , should be dictated.Only a handful of teachers do that.

96

I PERSONALLY DON'T THINGS THERE IS ANY NEED ,BECAUSE THIS COLEGE IS PERFECT IN EVERY KIND AND THAT WAS 

THE ONLY REASON I CHOSE THIS COLLEGE OVER OTHER COLLEGESS.THE TEACHER PROVIDE US ALL THING AND THEY 

ALSO DID A GREAT WORK IN ONLINE MODE.

97

1. A lot of students are unable to understand what is being taught. So, teaching in a simpler manner would help.

2. If the teachers could be a bit more student-friendly so that the students could choose subjects for their exams from 

the choices that are given to the students only by UGC or the University. It would be better if the students were not 

burdened with the papers that they don't want to opt for in the exams.

3. If the teachers could be more specific with announcing dates and timings. Some students have to travel for 2-3 

hours to reach college. Announcing that a class will be taken 2 or 1Â½ hours prior the class is difficult for some 

students to manage. Or asking the students to come for viva at 10:30 am and being 1 hour late to begin with it and 

the teachers having a meeting for 1 - 1Â½ hours in between the time scheduled for viva and making the students wait 

for hours becomes difficult for some students to manage with the schedule. If such situation arises then it would be 

great if the teachers arrange for 2 slots for viva - one before they have a meeting and one after they have the 

meeting.

98
The communication skills between the teachers and students must improve.

Syllabus and assignments must be given beforehand so that Students must get time to prepare.

99
1. More power point presentation is preferable. 

2. More of rote learning is needed than pdfs.

100
Equal focus on every student

101 *It would be great if the teachers could incorporate important PYQs in the notes they provide.

102 LCD Projector should be used more

103 Teacher should teach elaboraty for practical papers

104

* More emphasis on soft skill and hard skill development.

* Interactive seminars

105 I am fully satisfied with the college rules , regulations, Technics of teaching, infrastructure etc.

106

â€¢ Use of more Smart Board and visual media to enhance learning 

â€¢ To reach every students and ask for their doubts

â€¢ More proper explanations can help in quick understanding



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

107

â€¢Notes should be available to students at all times. 

â€¢ Students should not be coerced to write several pages of notes. Rather they should be taught practically and 

given notes for their help and convenience.

108

More interactive sessions 

Providing more opportunities to grow



109

practical lessons

real life examples

overall support

110 My experience with our department's teaching-learning process is good

111 It's good.

112 They are great in explaining. No feedback required for them.

113

Observations:

1.Teachers are friendly and we can approach them whenever we can,they also provide us with required notes.

2.Infrastructure of the college is very nice except few areas 

3.Overall college ambience is quite well

114

I observed that

# The teachers are friendly and supportive

# Teachers prepare for the classes well and are ready to explain the concept again and again.

# My overall learning experience is good.

115

# Teachers are very friendly and supportive

# They prepare themselves well to teach us, if any student doesn't able to understand they try their best to 

understand.

# overall my learning experience is good.

116 I am very satisfied with the teaching

117

â€¢ Satisfied with teaching methods. 

â€¢ Cultural programmes such as fests should be considered. 

118 Satisfied with the teaching experience

119 1. Class tests can be conducted 2. Interactive sessions like quizzes can be conducted. 3. Thats it

120
1.satisfied with teaching skills and learning experience

121

1. Teachers should provide study materials on topics which are difficult to collect information on.

2. Teachers should conduct field trips and practical work for subjects like JMC where we we can actually have the 

opportunity to learn from watching amd working and not just mugging theories up.

122
Take us to more field visits, excursion. 

More sporting and gymnasium, yoga exercise.



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

123

Suggestion

Frequent use of projectors for theory subjects.

More ENVS books for mcq and theory

Observation

Supportive teachers

124 Usage of projector should be maximized for better understanding

125
. Mcq's can be done in class after completing each chapter of theory subjects

. Frequently communication between teachers and students

126 Using of more ICT projectors in classrooms

127

THE LEARNING AND TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN OUR COLLEGE IS VERY EFFECTIVE.

TEACHERS ARE VERY INTERACTIVE HELPS IN ALL POSSIBLE WAYS FOR COMPLETING OUR SYLLABUS...THATS WHY THE 

EXAMS ARE NOT MUCH DIFFICULT 

TEACHERS ARE VERY FRIENDLY AND MAKES ARE SUBJECTS  EASIER AND INTERESTING ONE...

128

- Teachers should use ICT based teaching more often

- Educational trips should be done every semester according to the syllabus

- Foreign language courses can be implemented

129

The teacher should also focus on teaching the students to get industry ready

Provide internship opportunities for us 

Provide courses which are important for us

130 Its ok

131

1.Classes should be taken in breaks and not continuously.

2. Teachers should explain in simple words rather than the reading them.

3. Should be provided with proper notes and study materials.

132

If more teachers could provide us with stuffs or the notes taught in class.

 If more teachers could use ICT tools or multimedia for better teaching.

If they could illustrate more examples and applications of a particular concept.

133

Better understanding that not every student is from the same educational background.

Some can be slower than others and ask "silly" questions 

Please be approachable without risk of humiliation .

134 None

135

Prior knowledge of classes that will not happen. So that we don't waste our time waiting for the teachers. Better 

general subject help. Statistics general is awesome however Math general is subjectively very bad. A better notice 

board online. Messages in WhatsApp often get lost.

136

1. For Geography, the faculty for GIS should be changed as the marks in that very paper is not satisfactory enough. 

The teacher seems somewhat inexperienced and is not capable a& friendly enough to teach the course confidently. 

This needs action because GIS is pursued as a career by major Geography students and students getting backlog in 

the very last year, can make their future suffer

2. In Education (Generic), more emphasis should be given on explaining the concepts rather than just dictating or 

giving notes.

137 Well good



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

138 The ambience provided is good. So not much to be improved.

139 Teaching learning process is highly satisfactory..

140

If possible more interactive classes

  More use of LCD projectors

 sessions on career counseling

141 1. ACADEMIC EXCURSION TO KNOW THE PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE SUBJECT

142

 If professors could explain the topics more extensively, then the classes would seem more helpful.

Time needs to be given, a lot more time, for each chapter of each topic.

There is ALWAYS a time limit, it's often ridiculous how teachers don't try to consider the students' perspectives and 

do as per their own schedules. There have been innumerable times when we have been sitting in our class for the 

professor to arrive, and 40 minutes in, they text us saying they aren't present, so the class is cancelled.

We never have enough time to study, it's either internals, or tutorials, or semester exams. The in-between time 

period to study gets so short, and above that a lot of notices are released very late, which makes our schedule even 

more crammed. Giving more attention and patience to each topic is needed from us.

143
More activities to be included 

Sports day to be inculcated in the curriculum

144 Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts

145 I would miss the college cause of the unique experience

146 Teachers don't require any modification,they give their best to make us understand

147 helpful teachers. nice teachers. kind.

148 Teaching is good

149
* some teachers in our department just read out power point slides which kind of makes the class boring, would 

appreciate if practicality should be involved more in those classes

150 Nothing like that such

151

1.CREATE A WELCOMING ENVIRONMENT.

2.ENCOURAGE COOPERATIVE LEARNING.

3.USE OF MIND MAPS AND TOOLS FOR BETTER UNDERSTANDING.

152 Great learning experience

153
1. Tha canteen facilities should be improved and something should be there inside the college campus.

154
more use of ppt should be used 

class durations are too tiring

155 Everything is well and satisfying and perfect teaching environment



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

156

1. Firstly teachers should focus on every student equally rather than just focusing on the intelligent and regular ones.

2. Stop Dictating written notes from internet rather use the projector or give hard copies which will save time and 

help complete the syllabus easily.

3. A recap after the completion of each unit. 



157

Library should be open during college timings

Proper timetable should be provided and followed

Its difficult to hear teacher at the back of the class

158 More focus on completion of syllabus is expected.

159

Reduce the syllabus 

Provide placement opportunities 

Improve teaching

160 T

161 Everything is good.

162 The smart boards could be used more often.

163 Good

164

Teachers should communicate more in English

They shud try to be slow sometimes while reading

Can use simpler word sometimes to explain certain things 

Should give notes

165

Few of more practical classes

More interaction and discussions

Proper communication in the classroom

166 Everything is ok

167

You know there's a natural tendency of the students to hesitate to ask some questions when the topic is already over 

2-3 days before. So if a student asks something regarding the topic, the teachers should learn to be good listener and 

problem solved rather than lecturing the latter. Teachers should not mock the students if the students were absent 

due to personal matter, sickness or death of a near relative, saying they have listened the same excuse from time to 

time. We're grown adults and we're not to be questioned about the intense details about the reason for the absence 

as it's in our own personal space. 

168 Teaching facility is very good

169

More lab and practical works should be done 

 Practical concepts of mass communication and journalism are not clear , more practice and thorough understanding 

of practical journalism is required

170 no suggestions. I'm happy with the way of teaching.

171

* All of the classes should be taught through presentations.

* The visual representation will help in better learning.

* All of the classes should have a fun interactive session in the end to promote better learning.



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

172 I wouldn't think of any such improvements as the Teaching Faculty is absolutely great

173
. Teachers should provide us with proper notes 

.Teachers should use the projectors to explain us the subject

174

1.College should bring experience teacher

2. PTM should be held 

3. Teachers should not take extra class other that schedule time

175
â€¢We should be provided notes regularly so that we prepare for the exams in depth.

176 No suggestions

177 Everything is perfect

178
THE TEACHING IS GREAT IN OUR HISTORY DEPARTMENT. TEACHERS AMD HOD IS GREAT AND IF ANY IF THR CLASSES 

ARE MISSED BECAUSE OF ANY SITUATION THEY DOES EXTRA CLASSES TO COPE UP.

179

Practical knowledge is very important which the teachers are not providing. Moreover the economics department 

needs a good econometrics teacher. 

And completing the syllabus shouldn't be the only job of the teachers. 

Making the students understand atleast the 40%of the syllabus is better than just projecting the entire syllabus . 

Please if you guys are asking for our honest reviews and we are doing so ,then try to work on them.

180 NIL

181

1. Use of more visual representations should be bought to use.

2. In few classes, the concepts should be explained well.

182 Nothing to say

183
â€¢The teachers should use ICT facility provided by the Institute. 

184

- The college computers need to have anti virus installed. As a media student, we often need to use these computers, 

and insert our pen drives which are always affected by the viruses in the computers of Lab 1. 

- As a media student, we need visual prese

185

. Teachers must be friendly with students

. Class tests must be taken by teachers

.

186 No changes to be done the teachers are very superb in teaching

187

. The mics should be of proper working condition so that all students can hear the lectures properly.

. Students should not be let in after a unreasonable time since the class has begun.

.

188
Individual interaction between teacher and student, providing study sources in a more detailed way, proper feedback 

by teachers on our performance in exams.

189 Every thing is good but teacher also have communicate with students to know them well

190 Teacher should well interact with the students



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

191 *

192 Notes efficiency

193
Teachers doesnt say anything abt any activities organised by the clg if they dont inform how we will get to knw abt 

the activites which are organized by the clg .

194
Teaching service

Lack of Interaction

195

digital lectures

interacting with students to know their problems

196

Teacher needs to be more friendly.

Teachers are very biased with G.sec and C.R.

Students needs interactive session with teachers apart from general studies.

197

. All teachers should use ICT platforms. 

. They should focus on every student. 

. Test should be taken twice a month for betterment of students.

198

. All teachers should use ICT platforms

. They should focus on every student not a single student

. Test should be taken twice a month for the betterment of students

199

-more ineraction

-real life examples

-on hand project

200 its very good

201

* teacher should revise the chapter more and more.

* all the explanation should be in pointwise not in Paras and because the bullet points are easy to understand rather 

than being teaching in paragraph.

* Teachers should give the notes of each and every subject through PDF

202 All teachers are very nice.

203
TEACHERS SHOULD TAKE DAILY ROUTINE EXAMPLE WHILE EXPLAINING ANY TOPIC SO IT EASIER TO UNDERSTAND 

FOR THE STUDENTS FAST.

204

1. Use of technology should be made, visual display of lessons 

2.Practical approach to learning.

3.Implementing effective methods for better understanding.

205

1. more communication

2. use of smart board in class

3. outdoor trips for more experience

206

ICT facilities like projector, etc should be used more

Teachers should communicate more freely with the students, they should be available online when needed

Excursions should be organized

207

1- It can be more practical.

2- While teaching use example video to show students.

3- To give us more curricular activities.



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

208
Learning experience is good 

Teacher's help understand the concept with examples and good environment

209

Increased usage of ICT facilities

The routines should be time effective 

Cancelled classes should be informed a day before

210 1. More use of projector and microphone

211

By helding quiz competition

By giving compulsory homework

By helding frequent short tests

212 1. I think there no suggestions to improve becoz the teachers are very much Frank with us

213
Teacher should interact more with students while teaching . At one class there should be 35 to 40 students on one 

teacher....and not more than that...

214
Teachers must try to use the protectors and other technology to teach efficiency. 

Example wise explanation must be given

215

â€¢such a kind teachers

â€¢Thier teaching learning process is too helpful 

â€¢They explain very well

217

1. Teaching should be done with projector always 

2. There should be some computer works also 

3. There is very few assignment works or any sort of projects

218

â€¢ Overall teaching learning experience is very satisfactory but sometimes the teachers are not audible at the back 

of the class due to microphone problems . 

219

â€¢Some teachers must make more use of the lcd projectors and mics.

â€¢As overall the teachers are very friendly and cooperative.

â€¢ they clear all our doubts . 

â€¢The overall discipline and security is pretty good.

220

.I think teachers should give students practical knowledge

.mic should be improved.

. Teacher should come up with new idea so that teaching can be fun

221

Classroom notes circulation can be improved

One doubt solving class per month per subject

222

The concept should be elaborate with example.

Sometime teacher should used vedio to explain the concepts.

Our college need to take students to explore some historical places.

223

The concepts should be elaborate with the help of examples.

Sometimes teachers should use videos to explain.

Our college need to take students to explore historical places of India.



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

224

1. completing the chapters with deep knowledge and proper notes is important rather than completing it too fast.

2. teachers can be more friendly which i guess will help in smooth communication.

3. only dictating notes is not okay but making that notes understand and then dictating it makes it more easier to 

understand.

225 Teachers are good

226
Teachers are always cooperative.

Teachers are always supportive. Teachers always encourage us for co- curricular activities

227

1. The experience is very nice.

2. The environment of the college is very fresh and active which motivates me to work hard.

3. The teaching process is very smooth and understandable.

228 no suggestion

229 1. rather than completing the chapter to fast, completing the capter with proper notes and knowledge is important.

230
Teachers should have to give information about anything on time.

Some teachers have to improve their teaching style.

231 No improvements required

232
Using more of presentations 

They is no usage of computers .. how to handle it

233 No complains regarding learning experience

234
The teachers teach us very well there is no improvement needed and ii am way too much satisfied from our teachers 

thank you

235

Professors should follow a more interactive session with students.

The number of classes per day should be reduced to 4 or 5 from 7.

All the departments should conduct more hands on training and field studies to make the teaching-learning 

experience more interesting.

236

1. Professors should follow a more interactive session with students

2. The number of classes per day should be reduced to 4 or 5 from 7

3. All the departments should conduct more hands on training and field studies to make the teaching learning 

experience more interesting.

237

â€¢teachers should give more time to the students for grasping the subject well

â€¢college hours should be reduced so that students could get back home early and complete her studies

â€¢after every class there should be an interactive session to clear the idea of the particular chapter

238

.) Some of the teachers are not able to create as well as maintain discipline of the students in the class.So, this point is 

something that is to be worked upon.

.) Also,it should be the sole duty of the teachers to focus on the students understanding the concepts rather than 

making them mugup the bookish language.



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 
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239

* the teachers are very supportive.

* encourage in various aspects of co curricular activity.

* teaching process is aided with ICT which helps in easy learning.

240 Teacher should give study material. Sample questions and papers should be given

241

1. A little bit more cooperation by the professors.

2. Increase in the interaction by the professors.

3. Faster coverage of syllabus.

242 Our professors are really good in teaching and helps us in every way possible, so I don't have any suggestion for this.

243 Revision of previous classes

244
1)To make the topic more understandable,live examples could be used to explain it.

245 NA

246
â€¢all the teachers are giving there 100 percent during the teaching process ever teachers are up to the mark they 

are teaching very well in our semester

247 The office works could be better along with the behaviour of the office staff.

248

1. Use of illustrations, teachers should show videos,pictures more often so that the concepts of students are cleared

2. Instead of making students write notes entirely by, teachers should use a hybrid method-- that is make use of 

handouts as well as making them write notes 

3. Checking should be more linient especially in the internal examination.

249 1) Engagement in other activities must be encouraged

250

1. Teachers should become more flexible. Some teachers act very entitled, they fail to understand the different socio-

economic conditions of the students. Some are very intimidating so it's difficult to go up to them and ask for help.

2. Giving moderate workload in a single week. Not everyone has the privilege of living near college, so moderate 

homework load is appreciated. 

3. Teaching style is very traditional. As much as I appreciate my teachers for teaching well and providing notes, they 

fail to understand that excess notes aren't helpful for us in exams. We have only 2 hours in our hands to write the full 

paper; brief, sharp, to the point teaching is something we need. Being taught in a way that we would be able to write 

well in time during exams is expected.

251 1.According to me 1 subject should bot be taught by many teachers a it creates a lot of problems.2.

252 Excellent teaching

253
MODULES OF SLIDE SHOULD BE SHOWN IN MORE DIAGRAMATIC MANNER AND MODELS SHPULD BE USED TO 

EXPLAIN PRACTICAL SUBJECTS

254 My overall experience of the institution is great

255 1) There can be much more interactive sessions.

256 the faculty is really amazing however it would be better if the classes were a bit more interactive



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

257

1) The communication between teachers and students should be increased.

2) The teaching-learning process can be done in more illustrative way.

3) Every student should be given a chance to speak and participate in the teaching-learning process.

258 Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well.

259

Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts especially in GE classes 

encourage active learning in class, i.e, more interactions in class

utilize more technologies of college

260

a tiffin break should be given 

water provided should be better in the cooler

canteen food must be good

261 Everything is all well and good

262

The overall teaching is quite good.

But I think the syllabus gets completed in a rushed manner.

The surveys can also be done in a better weather and not at a very hot and humid weather.

263 nothing to say

264

1. Teachers can provide references that are available in the college library.

2. Teachers can try to involve more practical learning.

3. Teachers should try to understand the students patiently.

265

Best curriculum 

Help in development 

Best in studies

266 Interaction with all the students rather than only a few

267 teaching is great

268 Overall satisfied.

269
Teachers should be more interactive with all the students present in the class.

270 1.teacher should interact with every student in class.

271 classes should be interactive teachers should be friendly

272 1) Should conduct quizes.

273 nice overall

274

The entire concept of 5 teachers teaching 1 subject together is very complicated and difficult on part of students.

How can we deal with so many chapters at one go. 

1 teacher comes once in a week for that particular chapter

275

teachers have their favourites whom they prefer for everything. be it guidance, or a lesson or anything. 

there is unnecessarily too much discipline that is maintained in the college regarding outfits etc but no concern about 

the academics.

sone teachers like SM maâ€™am of BCom (H) Morning Department love ro humiliate students for not being able to 

solve a sum instead of explaining it to her.

276 Great

277 Learning



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 
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278

use of more examples 

more effective teaching ways 

good communication skills

279
Concise teaching.

Cohesive learning. Student-teacher mutual respect is necessary.

280

1.explanation could be better

2.use of laptops and projectors for better understanding

3.there is no fixed schedule we get our routine few hours before classes or a night before

281

- The teachers are kinda ignorant towards our mental health and wellbeing.

- The communication of events and holidays are provided very very late

- The weather refrains us from attending classes. We need summer holidays.

282 ITS REALLY GOOD THERE IS NO EXTRA OBSERVATION

283

Encourage the good connection between teacher and student

Feedback from the students

Utilise the latest technologies

284 more interaction

285

1. understanding the students

2. Providing printed/xeroxed notes

3. Students solving sums on thier own

286
Teachers should teach in a serious manner, we have to study on our own in all semesters.

Notes should be provided

287
Teachers don't refer to the syllabus and books while teaching. Board work is minimum. Students find it very difficult 

to comprehend

288

1. Communication with students 

2. Explanations in easier way and elaborate more 

3. Notes

289 In my point of view, It's good overall no need to improve anything

290 at the end teachers rush with the syllabus and provide notes only.

291 Mostly teaching is great.

292

1.	Give more emphasis to the fact that all children are not intellectually equal and require different approaches to 

the same topic

2.	Have a more mental health friendly approach.

3.	Bring more opportunities of outreach.

293

Everything thing is good

Everything is fine 

I love my college.

294

Everything is good

Everything is fine

I love my college

295
1. Atleast one doubt clearing session must be there in a week

2. Weekly revision must be done



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 
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296
Foster collaborative learning through group projects and teamwork

immersive learning through industry tours

297 The faculty and staffing services are preferably good.

298 I suggest the library collection to be expanded

299

TIMELY COMPLETION OF SYLLABUS

INCLUSIVENESS

BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS

300 i am satisfied with the teaching here

301

. Professors can give at the very least provide a 1 week gap between tutorial submission/viva and internals. 

. Many students including me reside quite far from our college. It would prove to be beneficial to all students if the 

professors can inform us about the cancellation of classes before hand. At the very least 4-5 hours before the 

commencement of classes.

302

WASHROOMS SHOULD BE WELL  MAINTAINED.

FURNITURES SHOULD BE GOOD

COMPUTERS SHOULD BE GOOD.

303

. More extracurricular activities should be initiated

. More inclusive for students with regard to numerous competitions and seminars

. More hygienic washrooms

304
Make teaching a two way interaction .

Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts.

305 Everything is okay. No problem as such.

306
. I think they are pretty well in teaching just a little bit they should look into that not everyone is from same 

background like commerce

307
Utilize the latest technology,

To give assignments to the students.

308 Availability of abled quality guest teachers irrespective of their educational qualification

309
NO WATER IS WASHROOM

NO FOOD IN CANTEEN AFTER 3PM

310 interactive sessions

311

1. Include more lively workshops for practical knowledge about theory subjects

2. Must make compulsory for every teachers to use projectors slides and presentation even running notes are not 

properly given

312
Sessions should be more interactive

there should be minimum of 10 mins gap between two consecutive classes.

313

. more practical knowledge

. field study should be promoted

. less college hours

314 Teachers should be more interactive

315

-more interactive

-use of laptops/tablets in the classroom

-more interdisciplinary



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 
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316
I am satisfied with the system of education in the college. Although some internships for resume building could be 

really helpful

317

be more thorough

provide practical classes

Brainstorm students with new ideas

318 the use of the AV method while teaching  will make the learning process easier and interesting

319 To use more media

320

* Discussing real life problem/ occurance ( Related to course)

* Regular Brain Storming session

*Industrial Visits

321

1. Use better graphics and visual media to engage with students well.

2. Make teaching a two way interaction.

3. Making the students feel comfortable.

322 Improve

323

â€¢The teacher faculty of the Geo Dept is very good (saying this as I'm a student of Geo Hons)â€¢ They teach us 

through projectors which draws the entire attention to what is been taught in class and avoids any sort of distraction. 



â€¢The teachers r experienced and r quite efficient with their teaching skills.

â€¢Only if proper laboratories for Geo Dept can b set up.

324
Everything is perfect about my college.

Teachers are very kind and helpful.

325 no negative feedback for teaching-learning

326 syllabus should be completed

327 Use more of a practical approach and real life examples in teaching

328

Teachers must make the classroom environment interactive for everyone, they should use innovative ways while 

teaching to make the subject sound interesting and make one understand the importance of knowing the political 

scenario of India more evidently not only to students who already had political science but also who were from 

commerce or science background not having any prior knowledge about the subject. The explanation while teaching 

should be wide and open to discussion.

329
Advice students for their career and academic opportunities. 

Share your personal experience to let them understand the difficulty in real life.

330

1. conduct class test

2. have mentor mentee session from beginning

3. be more interactive with students

332 i am currently absolutely satisfied with all opportunities and teaching methods used by our professors

333 Everything is fine to me

334 Everything is fine

335 Please try to complete the syllabus before taking the exam

336
1. Replace a few teachers like UD, and shabana khatoon 
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337

Teachers are very cooperative and supportive.

They helps us very much.

Our college teaches us very well

338

1. Practical classes for IT assignments are necessary. Increasing the number of practical classes would greatly benefit 

the over-all learning experience of the students.

339

if mentoring sessions are to be conducted please start from the start of third year, give the project and  practical 

works from the starting and finish it within two months, file work must be completed before 1 month is left for the 

exam

340

1. I request the teachers to use more ICT tools for teaching.

2. I suggest teachers to use more descriptive and relatable examples.

3. Teachers should teach the concepts more holistically.

341

There is nothing for improvement as all the teaching staff are very good

One suggestion that I would suggest is that to give home assignments so that we are not left behind Otherwise 

everything is perfect

342 Can arrange some field work for better understanding. 

343 teacher should interact more and try to make it more interesting for the students.

344

(1)Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts.

(2)Make teaching a two way interaction.

(3)Provide information in multiple way.

345 To be more attentive to what actually the students need

346

Need more add on free courses that the students arebwell informed about like digital marketing, content writing etc

Need at least some fun activities like fests in the college 

Need to inform students about the class routine properly and not change it every week

347

1. through interactive sessions teaching can be made a two way process.

2. educators can use graphics and visual representations for classes.

3. opportunities for group or collaborative activities should be provided.

348 ..

349

~use of projectors

~want to learn some practical skills

~ more seminars our course related

350
1. Doubt clearing session should be taken. 

2. Teachers should elaborate examples. 

351 The teachers should do more practical classes

352

Some teachers need to explain and communicate properly and they shouldn't be rude if questions are asked.

Proper time table should  be given in order to avoid last minute chaos.

No partiality should be done.

353

more inclusivity

more placement offers

more wholesome discussions
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354

1) ENHANCEMENT OF MORE PRACTICAL WAYS OF LEARNING OF THEORETICAL PORTIONS TOO.

2)PROVIDE THE SCOPE FOR MORE EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION BETWEEN STUDENTS AND PROFESSORS.

3) CONDUCTING SHORT EXAMINATIONS OR HAVING OTHER METHODS OF STUDENTS EVALUATION ON TOPICS 

OTHER THAN INTERNAL ASSESSMENT.

I AM SATISFIED WITH THE TEACHING-LEARNING PROCESS, IF THE AOVE POINTS CAN BE INCORPORATED THEN IT 

WILL BE BETTER.

355

1. Make teaching a two way interaction

2. Try to reach every student and ask for their doubt

3. Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well

356 1. If teachers cancel the class, so inform the students earlier so that the time of students do not waste.

357

teachers should use smart boards more often

there should be some outdoor activities/sports conducted

the classes timing should be more rigid

358
solving real life problems

Comparing theoritical knowledge with real life

359

More use of ICT tools while teaching. Using more relevant examples by the teachers to help understand the context 

of the topic.

Helping students to practice the pattern of writing answers for exams.

360 No suggestion.

361
The teachers are just concerned with attendance while half of them are not concerned about students' welfare at all. 

Councilling of students might help a lot and an appreciative and encouraging behaviour is expected.

362

1. One suggestion to improve the overall teaching-learning experience in your institution is to integrate technology-

enhanced learning methods. 

2. Another observation is the importance of implementing active learning strategies in the classroom.

3. To enhance the teaching aspect, it is crucial to provide ongoing professional development opportunities for 

teachers

363 The teachers are quite rude and many of the girls feel targeted in some of the professors classes.

364 Teaching must be in more practical and interactive mode.

365

Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts

Use better visual media to engage students

Utilize the latest technology

366
1)smart classes      2)ppt notes      3)research paper    overall i am happy with the current teaching methods and the 

teachers.

367 Teachers should be more interactive

368

Teachers can use more of videos and examples

Make fun learning

Interact with each student
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369
Significantly 

To a great extent Very Well

370
1.no such improvement needed we have the best teacher's in our college

371

1) Pdf notes should be provided .

2)A little bit more explanation required.

3) More diagram based studies will improve the learning experience

372

* professors should inform the students incase they are absent or are not able to attend the college for some official 

purpose- informing students 10-15min prior is not helpful at all* practical classes should be held more, in decent labs- 

a few classes of practical like 2-3 before our exams doesnt help the students much

* please assign a particular class for each course students- when classes are over we are shooed away

373

1) PPT notes

2) research paper

3) smart classes

And overall I am happy with the current teaching methods and the teachers.

374

1) Faculty is good 

2) Teachers are helpfull

3) Should allow the student to use the campus 

375

1. I think it would be better if there are less number of students in a class. That way individual attention could be 

imparted to all of them. A classroom of 70 students is too much in my opinion.

2. Some students are socially anxious and need to be made comfortable in a social situation of less people first to be 

able to feel free and express themselves and therefore improve their studies. They would need extrta attention, I 

feel. Once they get a hang of it they can tackle being in a more social situation.

3. (This one is not from a personal experience btw but I will still say) I think, if the students are treated with respect, 

they ill respect the teachers back. When we do something wrong or are stammering, or are laying bare their 

vulnerable sides, I feel, it would make a huge difference if the teachers tried to understand the student's perspective 

and not just scold her. I'm not saying we need to be treated as royalties, but scolding us makes us feel disrespectd. It 

makes us defensive and mostly rebellious, with only a small percentage of student actually listening to the scolding 

and trying to improvise-- not out of love & respect though, but out of fear. I have had teachers here who respects us 

and have therefore earned our respect too. They make us comfortable and become our safe place. When they tell us 

(not 'scold' but 'tell') to improve or change something, we do that out of love, respect and no hard feelings.

376

1. Notes should be provided in a more understandable language and not just bookish words.

2. The usage of projectors a bit more often for teaching , to make it more efficient and easy to understand. 

3. A recording of classes (offline) would be convenient too for students who want to review the lectures again after 

classes
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377

1. They should use the smart board very often.

2. They should go a bit slow while teaching .

3. They should also write on board and teach

378 Make teaching a two way interaction

379

- Regular tests to understand the preparation of students

- Use of more thorough methods

- Use of creative thinking during the teaching process

380
Use of projecter will help us 

381
â€¢Teachers should explain topics a bit more while teaching and not just give notes.

â€¢The projector should be used for better understanding of what is being taught.

382

1) Teachers may include more practical based applications and approach instead of bookish examples

2) Solving previous year question papers and the questions which generally come in exam in class after the 

completion of syllabus would help better. 

3) For theoretical papers, important notes and brief ideas on the topic might be of some help in having a tight grasp 

on the topic and eventually answer the questions

383 Teachers should be more polite with us .

384
Teachers should be more cooperative 

Teachers should be more concerned about the syllabus

385 extra classes for imp topics

386 Teacher should be more concerned about the syllabus.

387

To increase the apprehensiveness of the college

To let the students be little bit more comfortable with the teachers 

To reduce the syllabus

388
1) interactive classes

2) screening

389

The common room should be fixed.

A non-veg canteen should be made or at least some arrangements of non-veg food should be made. The lift should 

be allowed for the students as well.

390
class routine should be maintained 

should inform the student before hand if any class is gettimg cancelled

391

1.Teaching should not just be within the four walls of the classroom. 

2. Focus should be given to practical knowledge as well rather than just studying for the exams. 

3. For subjects of economics there should be surveys, firm visits, rural or urban visits so that students learn what 

economics means in real life rather than just mugging up things.

392

Teaching process is really good...no complaints about it...but there are lack of books in the library...generally the 

library copy is there...which students are not allowed to issue.

The library in-charge sister...don't really know her name...is unreasonably rude with the students...we are quite new 

in the college..and thus we don't know many a things...so it's on the authority to let us know those.
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393

More supportive

Approachable

promote learning other than books

394

- considering field trips 

- involve workshops related to respective discipline

- providing internship opportunities

395

teachers are always ready to make the students understand the topic even more than 3 times when they are unable 

to grasp it fully

personal attention is also given to students when they approach the teachers

teaching and learning experience in our college is really outstanding.

396

1. To discuss more university based questions and practice them

2. NA

3. NA

397 Perfect

398
More inter-active classes with in-depth teaching.

399

teachers should come to the class on time 

give equal attention to all  the students.

give internal marks impartially.

400

*More multimedia can be used to make classes interesting

*It would be easier if some notes were provided

*Concepts could be taught more effectively

401

There should be more discussions about practicality and nourishments of skills.

Teachers should be more open to their students in case of querries.

Modulation and experimentations of any particular study part can be encouraged.

402

- more practical lessons and classes required

- mentoring for students should be started much earlier rather than the end of sem 6

- lcd/projector/sounboxes in classes should be fixed to be used properly in classes

403 Teaching should be done methodhologyly.

404

1. More classes must be conducted on other social courses

2.Professors must conduct class test

3. Practical classes should improve

405

1.Establish effective channels of communication between teachers, and students 

2.Provide additional support and resources for students

3.Incorporation of  technology and digital resources into the teaching process to enhance interactive and multimedia 

learning experiences.

406

satisfactory

engaging

informative
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407

Internals should not have full syllabus for 10 marks

Teachers should teach after internals as there is at 1 and a half months time left before end sem

Even if the syllabus is complete they should revise concepts 

408 good college

409

* More use of ICT tools

* More interaction between teachers and students

* Monthly exams

410

There are a few teachers who practice favouritism towards students who practice flattery towards them. Whereas, in 

reality, don't even respect them. I think that should stop.

 In case there is a change in the scheduling of classes, the teachers should inform on time rather than informing on 

last minute. This creates problems for everyone and some students, who live far away, even have to miss classes due 

to this.

There are times when the microphone doesn't work properly which makes it difficult for the students, sitting farther 

away from the professor, to listen to them properly.

411 nothing

412

- Professors need to be more revised with the syllabus.

- Professors need to communicate with more in depth knowledge to clear doubts of the students.

- Professors need to be more patient with the students and maintain a distinct boundary and decorum du

413

1. Give opportunity to students other than the CRs too.

2. Make the learning and discussions a 2 way process, where every student is interacting.

3. Remove DSE B4 from English department.

414

Using more videos as examples for teaching.

More interaction.

Less pressure.

415 NO COMMENTS

416 Nothing much to say.

417

1.take students on excursions picnics and educational tours

2.hold concerts 

3.different competitions should be held in the auditorium

418

1. utilise the latest technology

2. make teaching a two way interaction

3. encourage teamwork

419 No improvement

420

*Teachers should make use of the white board

*Teachers should discuss the probable questions

*Should conduct tests in class



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

421

Need more interactive sessions

Extra activities 

More focus on practical life

422 Hhh

423

more interactive sessions by dividing the students into groups for the ones who have the fear to talk in front of a 

huge number of people 

giving a weekly assignment and demanding it for a check from every student 

424
Great teaching. 

Explaining the doubts very patiently.

425 No as such suggestions to be given. 

426

1. More real world application based examples can be included in the lectures.

2. Students should be given ample time to revise and cope with their syllabi. 9:40am-5:10pm continuous classes 

become too hectic to do anything after returning home.

3. After completion of each chapter, interactive sessions like quizzes, debates, extempore can be conducted to make 

learning more interesting.

427
1. I have nothing specific to suggest on the teaching learning process. 

2. I'm mostly satisfied with the teaching .

428

*It would be a great help if professors can arrange interactive sessions like group discussions or debates among 

students on certain topics. It will help them to have self judgement more.

*Professors might consider group study and teamworks. 

*Active learning should be arranged quite frequently, not only once a year.

429
No improvement requried in the learning process. I feel that the teachers know their job and teaches us very well and 

are quite helpful regarding our doubts.

430

* using internet while teaching, some sites or Youtube to give better examples

* taking remedy classes if portion is incomplete or students were unable to understand certain topics

* recorded lectures

431 Study in various methods which makes the concept even more easier.

432 I DON'T HAVE ANY SUGGESTION.

433 It is okay.

434 Teachers need to learn to respect the students

435 Infrastructure and teaching facilities are overall good

436 I am almost satisfied with the teaching learning process.

437 Faculties are good, so no improvement is required

438 I'm totally satisfied by the way of teaching by our teachers

439 No improvement is required

440

1. It would be really helpful if teachers took a revision test after completing every chapter.

2. Since there are too many students, individually focusing on each of them becomes a problem for the teachers. 

Student teacher ratio is not very great at the moment.

3. Mentoring of students under a specific teacher individually or in a group since the pressure of academics make 

students demotivated and anxious.



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

441

Give a little bit of more emphasis on extra co-curricular activities . 

Little less classes and pressure upon students. 

More exposure to social activities.

442

taking tests after completing syllabus

it would help us prepare for exams well

443

More extracurricular activities. 

Counselling regarding professions. 

444 Overall I'm somewhat satisfied with my college faculties.

445 Interactive class

446

more rooms should be available for students

Canteen should have more staff so that food is provided on time

The projecter sometimes malfunctions

447

1. Weekly Practical claases should be held.

2. Offline Seminars should be provided as they are more effective than online ones.

3. Internships should be provided for ba/bsc honours batches which apparently isnt provided as of now.

448
. The teachers try their level best to complete their syllabus and take as many classes as possible to help us score 

marks

449

1. the students should be allowed to use digital means such a laptops or tablets in classrooms to take notes and 

study.

2. it would be better if we are allowed some time for self study at home instead of practical submission workload and 

homework.

3. if there are extra or cancelled classes the students should be informed a day prior to avoid missing them or wasting 

time.

450 All is good

451
SHOWING OF INTERNAL PAPERS TO STUDENTS TO IDENTIFY WEAKNESS 

FINISHING THE SYLLABUS AT A SLOWER RATE

452

More focus on real life applications of the course

More focus should be there on real lifework training

Classes should be more interactive with the students

453
To take care of the teaching learning process(specially the practical part) that took in online semesters because the 

students were unable to understand the practical part.

454 . Teachers can use electronic white boards

455
By providing 5 minutes break after each classes.

Be more friendly and cooperative. Having proper timetable.

456
Every teacher is very good at teaching but one thing that want to tell  that sometine teacher  have to know students 

weaknesses and hive extra effort to her

457 no improvement needed all good

458

Teachers are well experienced

They interact with us and know how and where to assist us

Board should be cleaned regularly so that the projecter becomes more visible



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

459
- time span of classes should decrease... It's hard to concentrate that long

- break of 5-10 mins between classes

460

Placement cells should be opened for students to get a better view on opportunity.

More of extra curricular activities should take place.

461

Workload can be eased in order to get more time to study. 

 Instruments should be accessible to students for practice outside the respective practical class.  Routine should be 

more effectively spaced.

462 No such improvements required it is satisfactory

463

* more outing sessions to be held for better learning outside books.

* more mentoring sessions to be held from the first semester to the last for the future scope and better decision 

making of the students.

* arrangement of more seminars and lectures on relevant topics for the future scope of the subject.

464 Happy with the teaching learning process.

465

1. Little less strict with submission dates.

2. Giving notes prior to lessons.

3. Giving more SOLVED questions for examination.

466

more practical classes

more career oriented classes

educational tours

467

* Professors should allow us to choose our own DSE courses and not force them upon us. 

*study materials should be directly sent to students and not through CRs because they delay it majority times. 

*the projector often doesn't work

468
(i)Incorporate technology to enhance student engagement and interactive learning.

(ii)Promote student-centered learning through collaboration and personalized instruction.

469

*better communication

*more attention

* better infrastructure

470 * better infrastructure

471
More detailed interaction

More seminars

472
>PRACTICAL SESSIONS HAS TO BE CARRIED OUT WITH PROPER EXPOSURE AND AMENITIES

> INTERNSHIPS AND TRAININGS SHOULD BE ARRANGED

473

1. May be some more few technologies . 

2. Increase of faculties

3. The way they teach makes things easier for us to understand.

474
More focus on field work and extra curriculars.

More focus on practical based work rather than just theory.

475 1) by interacting with every student



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

476

> teachers should use projectors to explain the concepts of the learnings

> they are co-operative. 

> library should get equipped with new books

477

more field trips or visits to different institutions should be conducted

seminars on various topics should be conducted as well

career counselling

478

1. Give notes

2. Send PPT

3. Provide more practical classes

479
1. Teachers are good

2. They help us in doing work properly

480 more placement cell

481

The teachers can try addressing problems at the individual level.

The assignments and homeworks to be kept at a reasonable number by the teachers.

The student- teacher interaction can be further developed.

482
Interaction between teachers and students is must for a fruitful class

Use of good examples for explanation of topics 

483
Teachers should be more friendly 

They shouldn't be partial as they only know those students who are either CR or any in position More cooperative

484
teachers to follow schedule of routine class, they should inform beforehand if the class is cancelled. we should be 

able to see our attendence in college, its percentage

485

1. more use of computers

2. more understanding teachers

3. better ways for using laptops in class

486 1. More interactive 2. Close proximity with the teachers 3. Easy communication access.

487 NO PLACEMENT FOR BBA STUDENTS

488
* PPT presentation should be provided to the students

* More Sports and games should be encouraged

489

The timings can be more relaxed in winter season as it is too difficult for students living far away.

The students should be trained in a more practical way instead of traditional theoretical manner. 

More extra curricular activities can be organised for the overall development day of students.

490

* Only One Professor should provide entire information about anything in class intend of separating it to many 

professors or they should give a notice at least a week prior. 

*  While conducting the internal exam they should give a proper notice a week prior including the syllabus so that 

students can get time to study. 

491 Career counseling courses and information about job prospects

492 The time of the college can be reduced



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

493

more interactions

more encouragement from professors

494

* No classes  to be held on every Saturdays. 

* More interactive classes. 

* Better library facilities.

495 more interactive activities to enhance the learning journey

496

teaching in a structural manner aloud by giving an overview of the text with summary and then coming to the 

argument or lecture part

asking questions to the students to get ensure everyone is sound and attentive, by making the lecture interesting and 

catchy 

use of white board for naming the characters or symbols as well as themes in a particular novel, drama and poetry is 

recommended.

497
Marker keeping facilities can be provided to the teachers so that they won't have to go to the staff room to bring the 

markers again & again

498 There should be breaks un between the classes

499

1)Schedule.

2)It gets too crowded when all the sections  are seating together. 

3)extending the library book issuing period. 

500

1) Teachers should try to complete all the topics 

2) Explain the topics through relevant examples

501
* more usage of projector

Other than that the teaching is satisfactory

502 More use of the projector.

503
â€¢ It would be really helpful if led projectors are used more frequently to provide a better illustration of the syllabus 

topics.

504
More interaction

505
Need to improve a lot

506
- more use of projectors and ppts

-more interaction

507

1. Technology can be incorporated more in the teaching-learning process. 

2. More examples from the real life can be incorporated while teaching. 

3. More materials related to the topic can be given by the professors.

508

1.More technology for teaching processes.

2.More real life examples in teaching processes.

3.Giving of more digital notes and PDFs.

509

Their should be more placement opportunities.

There no extra activities.

Teachers should be able and present for students.



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

510

1.Completion of syllabus on time.

2.In-depth explaination.

511 Teaching infrastructure is perfect.

512 I am fine with Everything

513

I think the professors of our college teach in a way that before examination we feel confident and aware of the texts 

so nothing extra we can ask for 



Classes are held regularly , sometimes extra classes as well , in addition extra online classes are also provided so it is 

already a lot that college is providing 



The teaching staff and office , they are diligent,  hardworking and caring towards the students,  so no extra 

suggestions or observation can be made . Our college provides a lot for us , may be more than other institutes.

514

1. Better communication with students

2. Instrument based topics should be made clear and practiced

3. Cooperative learning

515

instrument handling classes could have been more bettermore communication between teachers and students 

should take place 

 sufficient time must be given to cope up with the huge syllabus

516

1. Practical classes ( instruments handling)should be more often.

2. Communication between teachers and students should be more prominent

3. More time should be given to cope up with syllabus

517 Improve the canteen menu please

518

1. The teachers should use more av tools to explain things and give more real life examples

 2. There should be more on field work for topics that require it 

3. There is a need of more practical classes and time for syllabus completion swiftly

519 Nothing to add!

520

1.Quizzes of specific topics should be held in class.

2. Monthly  Test

3. Revision of previous class

521 All good

522
I don't think so any suggestions to give because our teachers try their best to clear the topics while providing the 

easiest method.

523

Our institution gives various fields to study on.

Our supervisors are our mentors who helps us all the time.

All over teaching is good no changes needed.

524

1.More learning objectives and instrumental activities 

2.Different types of evaluations 

3.More active learning sessions

525

1. Professors should use projectors and audio visual mode of teaching more often while making us understand the 

portions. 

Apart from it everything is fine.



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

526 I think we need more interactive sessions where each one of us could participate in extra curriculum activities .

527 no additional feedback

528 More focus on university question practice

529
Teachers can use ppts for teaching and for better understanding. They should provide soft copy of notes for 

reference. Make the classes more interactive.

530 The overall teaching-learning process is satisfactory, I have no suggestions as of now.

531

1 . more modern technology should be used by the teachers.

2. my teacher was very nice, and helpful so I don't have any other problem-related teaching they use to explain very 

well, with examples, etc

532

-Teachers may be a bit more friendly for better interaction.

-doubt clearing sessions 

-rest all is great

533 They are already doing their work very well.

534

I would really like the college washrooms to have a jet spray because its very unconvenient to use the washroom 

rightnow, would really appreciate if the washrooms are more hygeinic and clean.

535
Teachers should indulge in practical learning rather theoretical 

536 As far as teaching is concerned, I do not have any such recommendations! I feel the teachers are great.

537 ok

538
Faculty should focus on giving practical training rather than just dictating.

They need to conduct classes properly

539 The teachers and professors are doing a great job at teaching.

540

The students aren't given enough opportunities of placement as promised before the admissions.

The college has a very poor infrastructure.

The college will only promote curriculum and nothing else.

541 the faculty needs to connect with the student the need to help us in our difficulties

542 Outreach programmes. More fluid learning. Unorthodox teaching styles

543

teachers should understand the problems. If a student is poor in some activity or in some skill they should pay a little 

attention and should guide them properly instead of makinf fun of them or instead of praising themselves.

544 I am satisfied with this college and I am greatly honored with teachers facilitates for their support

545

BE INTERACTIVE

NEED TO RESPOND

GIVE INFORMATION EARLY



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

546

Few of the teachers are excellent in teaching and never hesitate to overcome student doubts.

- Classes were taken regularly

- Project supervision and guidance was exceptionally helpful

547 The practical experience is very good.



UG Students Remarks for Semester II , IV & VI
College is very good. Teachers are very cooperative and helps us to learn in a best possible manner.

Good teaching skill and friendly 

Overall I am very grateful to be able  go to a college of my choice,and attain a quality education to better myself for my 

future 

Overall SSC is good for students growth and learning new things.

I hope the college gives students a lot of support and opportunities when the time comes to plan our future careers. So far 

mostly satisfied being a student here.

The overall feedback is good. The teachers are very supportive. The seniors are always ready to help and guide us. The 

classroom environment is great. 

Done 

10-Jul

NA

Aforesaid remarks

Am proud to be a student of this esteemed institution.

Satisfied

Canteen must change its taste 

Bathrooms must be a bit clean 

Moderate.

Please look into the issues.

The library of our college is really good. Thankyou for managing it so well. 

Good.

I am very glad to be a part of this institution. Thanks to all the professors to make the classes so interactive. 

I have enjoyed my college life to the fullest. Education Dept teachers are the best.

Need to improve at some aspects 

Please change college classes timings. They don't provide food that early and the cafeteria is also closed by the time we 

reach. We would be able to be better rested and perform better in class if the classes are held later than they are.

The teaching learning is far better than other colleges over here.

Good institution but needs improvement in a lot of ways, also please give us summer vacation, we are humans just like 

school students 

REALLY WANT HELP WITH RESEARCH PROPOSAL AND PRACTICALS.. OVERALL GOOD

Somethings can be done in Hindi also not everything has to be done in Bengali....like we celebrate Bengali language and 

literature we can celebrate Hindi too and also 

Please take into account everything written under the serial no. 22 and 23 . Please please please look into those matters. 

Specially the last one(srl.no 24) 

None

Please act like a normal college and let us live our college life.

College should provide more co - curricular activities .

Hope in future it will quit better service will give

Interiors are good, libraries are best in our college and the teaching facilities are good. 

College interior are good and library is the best in the college, and the teaching faculties are good. 

College could use the suggested improvements. It could be better. 

It's our last feedback form:(

Please take into account whatever I have written 

Overall the institution is a good academic platform having a very good infrastructure but the institution also needs to work 

on the several other aspects mentioned above.

overall a good institution but the provision of summer vacation should be taken into account and improve in more ways as 

mentioned in the feedback.



UG Students Remarks for Semester II , IV & VI
extra curricular activities should be encouraged more

Not satisfied with this college, it's like another school but more mentally and physically draining. 

I AM HAPPY WITH MY COLLEGE

Overall the teaching-learning process in this college is smooth and pleasant. If few above listed issues are resolved, it will be 

a great institution to study in.

.

The teachers are highly capable and place efforts to communicate effectively as much as possible.

GOOD

n/a

.......

Shri Shikshayatan has been a great experience for the past 3 years and i am really going to miss everyone. Thank you so 

much.

Excellent

Excellent 

The overall experience is good . But sone focus is need to be given in extra curricular activities.



More initiatives for extra curricular activities  needs to be taken.

It be beneficial to all students if the professors could inform us about the cancellation of classes before the commencement 

of classes. At least 4-5 hours early.   

ALL THE TEACHERS ARE VERY ENCOURAGING AND HELPFULL

Thank you for letting us put forth our opinion. It really matters. 

Good.

More exposure should be given towards internship programs

Overall it's a good experience to be a part of this college.

Overall I can say I am enjoying my college life. 

good

the faculty members are highly educated and experienced which makes communication easier. and SSC also provides many 

cultural and social activities. overall SSC is a top-notch institution which provides best educational experience.

OVERALL,I AM SATISFIED TO BE A PART OF THIS INSTITUTION.

Very Very POOR

I will be grateful if the problem areas are addressed. Otherwise, so far, it has been a very enjoyable experience.

all 

Very good college.

Good faculty

The faculty is good but they should allow us to use the playground.

Our college is very good overall teachers are very helpful 

Overall, the college provides us with convenient and appealing methods of teaching. It benefits us with its talented teachers 

and important services. 





i personally have learned a lot from the institution as well my professors and had some wonderful juniors  a space which 

always allows growth and progress and enormous opportunities are given to us. 

SHRI SHIKSHAYATAN IS ACTUALLY A VERY GOOD COLLEGE.



UG Students Remarks for Semester II , IV & VI
none

Overall good

Leaving very few things out college is a Good one specially on the teaching learning part.



Much satisfied towards the teachings provided by my professors . 

Thank you for guiding us! 

Good

Shri shikshayatan has always been extraordinary in every manner

 Being a final year student of the college enjoyed the teaching learning process with a bunch of wonderful teachers who 

helped us everytime.

The overall academic environment is good in our college.

Needs to add co curricular activities

Overall good

Overall satisfied with the faculty of the college.

I am overall extremely satisfied with my college.  

Good institution, needs a bit improvement and please do provide us with summer vacations, afterall we are humans

Good infrastructure but needs some improvement 

1.  Good infastructure but needs more improvement.

the institution is good, teachers are very good, teaching techniques are very nice but modern techniques also should be used 

more frequently. 

Given.



Srl No. Remarks
1 Forever grateful to be a part of this institution .

2
My overall experience in this college was good co-operative teachers nice ambience to study. it would be great if 

college helpline numbers are a little more responsive.

3 Excellent 

4 The college should arrange co curricular activities for the mcom department students.

5 Had a moderate experience studying here

6 Good. 

7 Thank you for providing this feedback form.

8
Please include the pg students in some college programme and activities too. We would love to celebrate and 

create memories. 

9 I hope that my feedback and suggestions will be considered and looked into as soon as possible. 

PG Students Semester II & IV



Efforts are 
made by the 

institute/ 
teachers to 

inculcate soft 
skills, life 
skills and 

employability 
skills to make 
you ready for 
the world of 

work. 

How happy 
are you with 
the discipline 
and security 
provided by 
the college? 

How much of 
the syllabus 
was covered 
in the class? 

How satisfied 
are you with 
the canteen 

facilities 
provided by 
the college? 

How satisfied 
are you with 
the general 
quality of 

infrastructure 
of the college 
(Classroom, 
lab, etc.)? 

How satisfied 
are you with 

the ICT 
infrastructure 

of the 
college? 

How satisfied 
are you with 
the library 
facilities 

provided by 
the college? 

How satisfied 
are you with 

the 
opportunities 
provided for 

social 
services and 

extension 
activities by 
the college? 

How satisfied 
are you with 

the 
opportunities 
provided for 
training and 

placement by 
the college? 

How satisfied 
are you with 
the service of 

the college 
office? 

How well did 
the teachers 
prepare for 
the classes?  

How well 
were the 

teachers able 
to 

communicate
?  

Teachers are 
able to 

identify your 
weaknesses 

and help you 
to overcome 

them.  

Teachers 
encourage 

you to 
participate in 
extracurricula

r activities.  

Teachers 
inform you 
about your 
expected 

competencie
s, course 

outcomes 
and 

programme 
outcomes. 

The 
institution 
provides 
multiple 

opportunities 
to learn and 

grow.  

The overall 
quality of 
teaching-
learning 

process in 
your institute 
is very good.  

The teachers 
identify your 
strengths and 

encourage 
you with 
providing 

right level of 
challenges. 

The teachers 
illustrate the 

concepts 
through 

examples and 
applications.  

The teaching 
and 

mentoring 
process in 

your 
institution 
facilitates 

you in 
cognitive, 
social and 
emotional 

growth. 

What 
percentage 
of teachers 

use ICT tools 
such as LCD 
projector, 

Multimedia, 
etc. while 
teaching. 

Overall  

% mean 75 88 91 68 87 81 82 76 71 84 86 88 73 78 80 73 81 75 83 78 63 79 

% SD 32 21 16 33 21 22 27 32 32 23 18 21 33 27 26 28 21 29 23 27 39 26 
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Srl. No. Comments

1

I have none to give. 

Quite satisfied and happy with all the services provided by the institution and forever

grateful and thankful to have been a part of such an esteemed institution.

2
The library can be improved. Placement cells are not available for Masters students and that is truly sad.

3 No feedback. It is overall good.

4 Amazing experience overall

5

â€¢ Dustbin is needed in every single washroom. 

â€¢ Air conditioners must be improved. 

â€¢ Some helper didi should talk politely. 

â€¢ Marker and duster is needed in the classrooms. 

6

â€¢Canteen expenses could be a little student friendly.

â€¢Library access could be a little lenient.

â€¢Useful college trips and help in job placements.

7
Sometimes we have issues with the space and sometimes the non teaching staffs do not allow us to sit in the 

empty classrooms.

8 same as above

9

â€¢If we have no class on a particular day, we must be informed before hand. Most of us travel from a long 

distance and we get to know the news after we reach the premises. 

â€¢No proper lost and found box provided. 

â€¢No proper discipline. 

10 Can introduce infirmary in the college

11

The class timings for M.A could be changed, if possible, for better convenience of students.

The Canteen can add to the Menu.

Better security can be provided for the belongings outside Library as often bags are stolen.

12

â€¢The library should allow the students to issue expensive books from the library

â€¢It would be better if the professors are more regular for the classes

â€¢More effective study materials should be provided along with books for cross references.

13

Placements is zero

The outsiders students should provide hostels 

Girls must have proper dress code

14 â€¢  inform on time  about internal and external

15

Everything is ok. But providing information is not on time to the students. We use to wait so long for any notice. 

As the faculty provides it before 2-3 days of execution. Because of that outstation students faces many problems 

but they even don't understand it. Other problems are office management they never pick up the calls on time. 

And never give any clarification.

16 No suggestions

17
There is not even a single programme or activities arranged for mcom department.So the college should surely 

work on that.

18

Canteen should provide more food.

Provide information a little sooner if at all possible.

Fill the sanitary pads so that they can be used when needed.

19 Otherwise great

20

* More interactive sessions 

* More opportunities to learn

* More seminars and workshops

In what other aspects in our institution you think needs improvement? 

(Please write your answer in bullets)

PG Students Semester II & IV



Srl. No. Comments

In what other aspects in our institution you think needs improvement? 

(Please write your answer in bullets)

21

â€¢The canteen food is overpriced.

â€¢The college Office should pick up calls. 

â€¢The female attendees should be little more cooperative and well behaved.

22 The canteen does not really have much options practically even though it displays an elaborate menu

23
â€¢Improve washroom facilities

â€¢Improve medical facilities

24

1. Improvement in toilet facilities required. 

2. Permission to use the lift might also be helpful for students. 

3. Placement opportunities for BA/MA students. 

25

Please provide lift for the students 

Railway concession forms should be available to the masters students as it is very easily available across all the 

universities in the city.

The official staffs could have been more student friendly

26

Clean Washroom

Working ac

Gym facility

WiFi

27 All facilities provided are perfect

28 No comments

29 â€¢ The washroom need to be repaired. Many of the flushes have problem.

30
â€¢ Electronic Gadgets like projectors, AC etc can be kept in check. 

â€¢ Increase in the number of common rooms for usage.

31 None

32
.>PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

33
1.Washrooms to be cleaned properly.

34

1. Faculty Recruitment

2. More Seminars

3. Better co-learning environment for the teachers and students both

35 â€¢ The quality of food of the canteen is avarage.

â€¢ We applied for a digital marketing course organized by Shri Shikshyatan. But it hasn't started yet.

36 Not applicable.

37 Availability of rooms

38 The infrastructure of our college is great, and there are air-conditioned rooms, labs and a library and there is a 

canteen in our college and the food price is quite reasonable and quality is also good.

39
Please give us a farewell. We didn't get a fresher nor we are having a farewell. This will be the last academic year 

for most of us. Organize us one after the final semester exams.

40 I can't think of any. Overall everything is fine.

41

1) There is lack of social connectivity.

2) No event for students has ever taken place.

3) N/A

42 we have little to no outside world exposure and no events to fully enjoy our student life.

43 I have nothing to suggest

44 Staff should be more polite and friendly. Proper working air conditioners required.



Srl. No. Comments

In what other aspects in our institution you think needs improvement? 

(Please write your answer in bullets)

45

â€¢cleanliness of washrooms

â€¢ approachable stuff

â€¢ availablity of a common room

46

â€¢ better staff behavior

â€¢ easier library access 

â€¢ cleaning the bathrooms properly.

47 Yes

48

1. Teaching - learning



2. Better library books



3. Placement opportunities

49

1. Increase of Infrastructure.

2. Students must also be allowed to use the elevator.

3. Improvement in canteen facilities.

50
â€¢ A break from class room oriented teaching will be helpfull

51 Extracurricular activities

52

â€¢ Although we are the pg students but we do need some refreshments too. I would highly request to arrange a 

freshers which we never got, even a class party would do 

â€¢ We also need some programmes in which the whole class can participate according to their interests like 

some cultural fests or carnival even some activities would do 

â€¢ Please arrange an excursion trip for the pg students too. We seniors also want to make some memories so it's 

my humble request please take us to some trips. Please plan an excursion trip to somewhere for us also.

53
Things are generally fine, a designated recess will give the students a midday boost of energy I feel, for the further 

classes.

54 â€¢Introduced innovative technology.

55 I am satisfied with the facilities that have been provided by the college.

56 Canteen facility should be improved

57
Washroom facility

Often the washroom stays dirty and there is no handshower .

58

I. Toilet facilities need a great deal of improvement so that we students do not face any harassment. The taps and 

flushes need to be fixed properly and cleanliness needs to be ensured to a far great deal. 

II. Prices for canteen food and meals need to be made reasonable.

III. Classroom accommodation needs to be fixed as soon as possible.

59
1. Library timings for Saturday should be extended. 

60 The college timing are not preferable for many students as the entire part of the day goes travelling and there is 

no break in between classes . We should be able to carry our printed materials or notebooks inside the Library.

61 It should continue upgrading with the improvement of technologies



Parameters
Full 

Marks
Mean

Std. 

Devn.

Polling 

Count
% Mean % SD

Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, 

life skills and employability skills to make you ready for the world of 

work.

4 3 0.959 65 75 32

How happy are you with the discipline and security provided by the 

college?
4 3.508 0.747 65 88 21

How much of the syllabus was covered in the class? 4 3.631 0.597 65 91 16

How satisfied are you with the canteen facilities provided by the 

college?
4 2.719 0.894 65 68 33

How satisfied are you with the general quality of infrastructure of 

the college (Classroom, lab, etc.)?
4 3.492 0.726 65 87 21

How satisfied are you with the ICT infrastructure of the college? 4 3.231 0.718 65 81 22

How satisfied are you with the library facilities provided by the 

college?
4 3.277 0.886 65 82 27

How satisfied are you with the opportunities provided for social 

services and extension activities by the college?
4 3.033 0.983 65 76 32

How satisfied are you with the opportunities provided for training 

and placement by the college?
4 2.833 0.898 65 71 32

How satisfied are you with the service of the college office? 4 3.349 0.78 65 84 23

How well did the teachers prepare for the classes? 4 3.446 0.608 65 86 18

How well were the teachers able to communicate? 4 3.508 0.726 65 88 21

Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to 

overcome them. 
4 2.903 0.945 65 73 33

Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities. 4 3.138 0.857 65 78 27

Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course 

outcomes and programme outcomes.
4 3.203 0.833 65 80 26

The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow. 4 2.938 0.808 65 73 28

The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is 

very good. 
4 3.234 0.679 65 81 21

The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with 

providing right level of challenges.
4 3 0.88 65 75 29

The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and 

applications. 
4 3.308 0.763 65 83 23

The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates 

you in cognitive, social and emotional growth.
4 3.129 0.852 65 78 27

What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector, 

Multimedia, etc. while teaching.
4 2.527 0.988 65 63 39

Overall 79 26

PG Student feedback Data Analysis Sheet for Semester II & VI
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Srl. No. Comments
1 The institution should provide placement.

2 * The college has a space crunch, I guess this cannot be solved. All others are okay.

3

â€¢ Classrooms can be a bit more spacious with more aisle space between benches



4

1. College cafeteria

2. Uncorrupted wifi

3. Proper servicing of the air conditioners in the classroom

5 All the aspects are perfect

6 N.a

7
1. Installing projectors in pedagogy rooms

2. Improving canteen facilities

8 Nothing as of now

9

1) B.Ed. library should equip itself with more variety of books, specially with books for some competitive exams.

2) Canteen facilities need to be improvedâ€” more food choices should be made available, the cook needs to work 

fast.

3) Green spaces should be accessible to all.

10
My class is having very small space to walk many at times I get hurt with the benches I need you space or at least 

proper space to walk and to get in

11
Shri Shikshayatan College is a fine institution. It does not need any further improvement where infrastructure is 

concerned.

12 1) Regarding space

13
Important notifications regarding payment of fees must be given well before time of the final date.

14
More subjects options should be made available for the B. Ed. Course such as Education, Philosophy, Sociology, 

Psychology etc

15
1. Hand showers would be better for us for sanitation purposes.

16

â€¢ More variety of food is required in the canteen

â€¢ Students should be allowed to click pictures of question papers in the library so as to save time as writing the 

questions down by hand is quite problematic with the vast number of practicums. 

â€¢ Computer practical should be introduced for b.ed students to get a better understanding of ICT.

17 More spaces between benches as feet gets stuck and hurts during movement. Regular maintenance of electrical 

appliances. More number of washrooms according to the students capacity of every floor.

18
-A bigger classroom, because a hundred students in the current classroom feels a little stifling. 

-A longer lunch break.

19

1. In B.Ed., proper classrooms need to be provided to the different departments. It is extremely inconvenient that 

the balcony has been remodeled into classrooms. There is also a space crunch in classrooms. 

2. The behaviour of the security guards especially are sometimes extremely rude. 

3. Many fans and lights are not working properly in the classrooms. They need to be checked and proper lighting 

and ventilation need to be ensured.

20

â€¢ Library should lend book for atleast 15-20 days. 

â€¢ Toilets must have hand shower. 

â€¢ Mathematics classroom can be better.

21 I do not have much to add

In what other aspects in our institution you think needs improvement? 

(Please write your answer in bullets)

B.Ed Students Semester II & IV



Srl. No. Comments

In what other aspects in our institution you think needs improvement? 

(Please write your answer in bullets)

B.Ed Students Semester II & IV

22

*organising excursions and educational tours in and outside the city 

* 



23

1. An intmation of 1 month period prior reminder before fees submission.

2. Organisation of more student exchange programes

24
The B.ed toilets (Western) do not have jet sprays which is unhygienic and causes inconvenience to the students. A 

college of this standard where it is charging a good amount of money should maintain a good hygiene 

system.Regular cleaning of the washrooms.Students are contracting diseases from bad sanitation facility.

25 Very well maintained

26
1. Hand shower must be installed in the washrooms for proper sanitation.

27
1. Sanitation facility

28

1)  Proper Canteen facilities

2)  Jet sprays in washrooms

3)  More comfortable sitting benches

29

â€¢ The teachers need to be empathetic of the students' problems 

â€¢ The college should establish a placement cell for the B.Ed. department 

â€¢ The college should emphasise on the overall development of the class rather than making only certain people 

work for all the programmes 

â€¢ More infrastructural expansion should be undertaken by the college, especially for the B.Ed. department

30 â€¢I think our college excels in infrastructure but the benches in our class are a bit uncomfortable. The edges are 

pointy and the plywood is not comfortable at all to sit for majority of the day. That's all. Everything else is fine.

31 Department should  be more organised and should provide us with placement opportunities

32 Canteen

33 1. The electric appliances like fan  and AC should be frequently maintained. As the fan regulator doesn't work. 

34 Nothing. All good.

35 No, other aspects are not needed to fulfil every thing is perfect and accurate

36 Improvement of canteen

37

1. The Library needs better books

2. Wifi should be provided

3. ICT should be used 

38

. Clean canteen.

. Better maintenance of washroom.

. Fans and lights should be well maintained.

39

1. Classroom space can increase a bit.

 

2.Canteen food and facilities should be improved.

 

40
College should have its own campus. 



Srl. No. Comments

In what other aspects in our institution you think needs improvement? 

(Please write your answer in bullets)

B.Ed Students Semester II & IV

41

â€¢ Placement/ employability should be provided.

â€¢ Better guidance in development of soft skills 

42 Voice modulation in some teachers.

43
1. needs some more maintaince of infrastructure.

2. need care for technical issues in portal

44
1. Canteen facility needs to be improve.

45
â€¢ Improvement of Drinking Water 

â€¢ A.C. Improvement 

â€¢ The most important thing is to improve the Cafeteria of the canteen & pay attention to the quality of the food.

46
* Students should be provided wifi 

* Students should be given some recommendations or information about which schools to apply after graduating

47 1. Table and chairs are very uncomfortable and class space os also not in the ratio of students

48 The college canteen needs improve.

49 There should be a better Xerox and printout shop within the institute available for everyone.

50 NIL

51 There must be some arrangements for the students so that they can easily reach to the principal's desk for 

complaint and grievances otherwise our college provides best of opportunities for our holistic development

52 Overall good

53 No improvement required all facilities are good

54 â€¢space management along with proper infrastructure should be increased.

55 1) The college could provide better job oriented skills.

56

â€¢ Needs more teacher- students interaction.





57 Better canteen facilities. Food variety and quality should be on par with the price

58
1) infrastructure should be improved

2) canteen should be improved and increase more options

59

Space

Canteen facilities

Number of washrooms

60 # The institution excels in almost everything and does not need a noticeable alteration.

61
* Increase placement opportunities

62 Canteen needs to be improved

63
CANTEEN FOOD NEEDS TO HAVE VARIETY AND FOR STUDENTS IT SHOULD BE INEXPENSIVE.

64 â€¢ The college canteen needs to be worked upon.

65 Make digital library

66 Canteen facilities is not good

67

Canteen

Wifi

Placement opportunities

68 Toilet facilities should be better as there is no jet shower and clean toile



Srl. No. Comments

In what other aspects in our institution you think needs improvement? 

(Please write your answer in bullets)

B.Ed Students Semester II & IV

69 No suggestions

70

- some teachers are very strict making it difficult to communicate with them.

- students need to have a student union to solve their various problems.

- there is a lot of costs for study material like

 practicum files,pages, colour print out etc.if thi

71

1.CANTEEN FACILITY

2.EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

3.STUDENT COUNSELLING

72
improvement of the canteen.

improvement of the infrastructure.

73

â€¢ Need more space in class 

â€¢ Need more clean toilet

â€¢ Need more class rooms

74 Need more space in classrooms, there's barely any space to move.

75
1. The canteen should contain drinking water facilities.

76 Canteen facility

77

â€¢ Better stock of books in the library 

â€¢ Improvement in library facilities

78

Canteen

Tools

Placements

79

* Canteen facilities

* More number of books in B.Ed. library

* Use of ICT

80 Provide Placements

81
*canteen facilities

82 * Canteen can be better

83 The washroom for the department can be better

84 More books. Can be provided in library

85
Handshower in the washroom

Seperate dustbin inside the washroom

86 Everything is fine

87 Nothing

88 Washroom and sanitation

89 More events can be organised.

90
In terms of fields

In terms of space

91 Canteen food should be better

92

â€¢ Canteen food should improve

â€¢ Excretion  or picnic should arrange for the students 

â€¢ Provide placements

93

1. Quality of recruitment. Innumerable degrees do not ensure the quality of a teacher. It is their performance and 

effective teaching techniques that determine the quality. This is upsetting to see in a mainstream college like SSC, 

that too in the heart of the city, there are faculties who struggle to dictate notes even. 

2. In a room full of 90-100 students, using a microphone can be a lifesaver on both the teacher's and students' 

part. I would request the college authority to look into this kindly.



Srl. No. Comments

In what other aspects in our institution you think needs improvement? 

(Please write your answer in bullets)

B.Ed Students Semester II & IV

94
More spacious classrooms

Better Canteen services

95 Nothing to comment on.

96

Canteen facility must be improved.

Washroom sanitization should be improved.

Classroom sanitization also must be improved.

97

1. Libraries should make "L" marked books available in online library, for every student during their course time. 

Sometimes we don't get access to these books while on vacations or special holiday's like heat wave and our files 

get late on submission. Even for those who satays at far distance it's not easy to always stay back and do the study 

time.

2. Our water purifier needs an update. The water doesn't taste and look good. Most people buy water from 

outside.

98 Nothing as such.

99 MORE SEMINARS CAN BE ORGANISED

100
1). Please repair the regulators of the classes

2) It will be better if the canteen improves .

101

1. Break time should atleast be of 45 mins.

2. College timing should be less.

3. There should be jet spray in toilet.

102

1. Classrooms are very cramped.

2. Canteen can be improved. The canteen is very slow and with the small break we get. It is not possible to get the 

food and eat it. The price are also on the higher range.

103 Our institution does not need any improvement

104 I think college should be improve canteen

105 Already very good

106
overall is OK.its a great college. 



Srl.No. Observation / Suggestions

1
Teaching should be more interesting and interactive rather than just dictating notes. 

2

* The training we got as history girls from Mrs. Aditi Chatterjee Ma'am is definitely going to be an asset for our 

teaching career.

* The teachers explain while giving dictation help us understand the topics.

* Some of the new teachers need to learn the training process that our department provides. 

3
â€¢ More multimedia/ICT use can be incorporated in the teaching-learning process

4
1. More focus on practical application of skill than focusing on theory

2. Inclusion of yoga or meditation classes once a week

5 . everything is good

6 N.a

7

1. Group discussion 

2. Motivational feedback

3. Using visual media

8 Nothing as of now

9

1) Use of powerpoint presentations to make the classes more interesting.

2) Reduce the frequency of dictating notes in the class.

3) At least 7-8 mins breaks in between each class.

10 Nothing

11
1. It would be fruitful to the institution to provide Placements for the trainee teachers of the B.Ed. Department.

2. New subjects should be introduced in the B.Ed. Department.

12

1) More subjects for B.ed

2) More hands on activity needed

13

Attention must be given to the last benches.

A regular check must be kept on the arrival and departure of the students.

Self learning should be encouraged.

14

1) Incorporating ICT based classes on a regular basis

2) Creating a more spacious atmosphere



15

1. Teaching - learning experience is overall good till now.

2. Our teachers akways provides us with a scope to keep our point of view regarding any topic.

3. We are able to gather knowledge on any topic very deeply.

16

â€¢ It would be better if more ICT based method if teaching is used as some classes get monotonous.

â€¢ There should be a 5 minute break between each class in order to allow students to fully understand and better 

retain the topic being taught.

â€¢ Teacher's should give some home assignments so as to make students go through the topic before coming to 

the next class.





17

- Providing notes of conceptual topics beforehand and then explaining.

- Would be more appropriate if difficult topics explained in Hindi and Bengali apart from English.

- Also use of ICT in conceptual based or overall teaching process to make classes l

Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

B.Ed Students Semester II & IV



Srl.No. Observation / Suggestions

Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

B.Ed Students Semester II & IV

18
-I wish we were given handouts more than dictation.

-I wish we were taught in a more application based approach, more so than having to memorize the study material. 

-I wish there were more practicums.

19

1. Use of ICT would be beneficial. 

2. Certain teachers need to overcome language barriers and teach in manner adequate for most students. 

3. Many times teachers are only focused on delivering notes in class rather than explaining the concepts. It would 

be beneficial if focus is on delivering interesting lectures rather than dictating out notes in class.

20

â€¢ There should be rotation of rows in which students seat. Each child should get the opportunity to seat in the 1st 

bench. 

21 I do not have much to add

22

*Use of ICT more often 

*shortening the class hours to 40 mins which is more than enough in a b.ed course as prolonged lectures and 

dictation of notes tend to make us lose interest in the course 

*teachers should be more approachable

23

1. More visual teaching than lecture method

2. Foreign language for B.ed students

3. Allowing B.ed students to work in schools from 3rd semester for work exper3

24
Teachers need to be more understanding as it is a girl's college.B.ed college hours is too long which is not needed.A 

student should be able to leave the class at anytime he/she wishes as is the case in other colleges. Unnecessarily 

students are asked to stay even when no teacher is there in class and nothing is happening .

25 1. More ICT based classes

26
1. Teachers are very amicable.

2. Teachers are always ready to hear our thougts and suggest modifications for our betterment.

27

1. More use of teaching aid

2. Use of speaker and microphone

28

1)  Routine classes can be managed in a better way.

2)  Flexible practicum submission.

3)  Better English Communication

29

â€¢ Instead of instructing everything in class, a bit of space should be given to the students in the B.Ed department 

to figure things on their own. 

â€¢ The content of the practicum files should be given importance rather than unreasonable aspects such as colour 

of the file. 

â€¢ For better Teaching-Learning process, the classes should have a long break and a short break. This helps in 

dealing with the monotonous ambience of the class.

30

â€¢Majority of the teachers use Bengali to teach and I think that's not good, especially for Hindi speaking students. 

They should strictly stick to English.

â€¢ Copying notes is not intellectually stimulating. That's what we do for majority of the day. Instead, teachers 

should send all the notes at the start of the semester and explain them all in class.

â€¢ Teachers should send the notes in order of the paper instead of sending them randomly. A lot of time is wasted 

in gathering notes and half of them are in the copy and the other half is in PDFs. It gets very confusing. The teachers 

already have the notes and they give the same thing to every batch so should we not organise them once once and 

for all instead of making the students do it every year?



Srl.No. Observation / Suggestions

Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

B.Ed Students Semester II & IV

31

â€¢ more reality based teaching

â€¢more opportunities for career 



32 More Use of ICT

33

1. Educational tour and excursions should be organised

2.  Use of ICT and audio-visual aids can be included while teaching

34 Teachers are very friendly and helpful.

35 Teachers are very efficient and skillful

36
Fully satisfied

37

1. Students should be given the freedom to work independently

2. Wifi should be provided 

3. Computers should be accessible to the students 

4. Complete notes of a sub topic should be provided before teaching

5. Notes should include more graphs and charts instead of huge paragraphs because Hindi students are unable 

understand a considerable part of the notes

38

. Teachers have more clarity about what the students are required to do.

. Teachers should have more fluency in language.

. Teachers should use more ICT based tools.

39

1.Be make learning easy the teachers should give sufficient time to study  limited notes.

 

2. The use of Bengali Language should be limited in class.



3.The use of class interaction should be given much importance.

40
1. Teaching should be more practical basis.

41

â€¢ Teaching should be more interactive. 

â€¢ More ICT should be used.

â€¢ Some teachers need to make the class more interesting.

42

1. Excursion

2. Fairs

3. Art and craft

43
1.there should be more use of ICT in teaching

44

* Teacher should explain the concepts through real life examples.

* Teacher should explain it in  a concise way.

* Teacher should always explain the consequences what we are studying.

45

Nothing to say about the college from Teaching to discipline everything is awesome.But it would have been better if 

the B.ED. Course was a bit more practical than theory.

46

* Let one note be given in one particular mode, that is, either as a pdf or class note

* More use of ict should be done

* More quizzes or weekly class tests  should be taken by teachers so that students may learn their weaknesses

47 1. Should be able to communicate in 3 languages as many of us are not aware of bengali language

48 Teaching-Learning experience in my Institution is overall good. I have no suggestion in this matter.



Srl.No. Observation / Suggestions

Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

B.Ed Students Semester II & IV

49

Please improve the quality of the canteen and improve the space between benches in the classroom. Please 

improve the space in the corridors. Teachers should use more of ICT in the classroom to explain the concepts. The 

quality of food in the institute is not good.

50

â€¢ Teachers are very much helpful

â€¢ They take great care about our studies and co-curricular activities

â€¢ They encourange us and inspire us in our studies.

51
Teachers should deliver lectures and work on clearing concept rather than dictation

52 Good

53 Good environment for students

54

â€¢ ICT infrastructure should be improved

â€¢ Activity of office should be improved

â€¢ Management of any kind of program should be improved

55

1) the canteen should be improved.

2) placements if provided, would be better.

56

â€¢ Individual attention should be given to each student in the class.

â€¢ An atmosphere should be provided to each student in which they come out and speak what they feel as well as 

improve their communication skills.

â€¢ All the teachers should co-operate with all the students individually and treat them equally and teaching 

learning process should be more interactive then lecture method.

57

Computer practical classes for b.ed students.

More interactive classes.

More participation of b.ed students in general college events.

58

1) increase interactive method in class

2) provide hands on experience in facilitating in real classroom 

3) to increase more technical methods

59

Proper evaluation

updated technology

conduct workshops

60
# The teachers can use more of ICT tools to make the classes more interesting.

# A library period would be preferable atleast once a week within the class timings.

61

* Assign regular assignments

* Improve the efficacy of questioning

* Remedial classes

62 Teaching through ICT can be promoted

63

OBSERVATIONS:-

1.TEACHERS ARE COOPERATIVE.

2.TEACHING LEARNING ENVIRONMENT IS FILLED WITH HEALTHY COMPETITION.

3.AND EVERYONE IS TALENTED IN THEIR OWN WAY.

64

â€¢ The teachers here are very approachable and always helpful 

â€¢ The teachers are quite communicative in class.

â€¢ The teachers can use more illustrative ways of teaching.

65

Digital library 

Good facilities For room

Good interaction

66

1- Strict discipline

2- Teacher's are very helpful

3- The infrastructure of our college is very nice

67 None



Srl.No. Observation / Suggestions

Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

B.Ed Students Semester II & IV

68 The rules can be a little less stringent as it kills creativity

69 No suggestions

70

- sometimes it's to late to finish college classes.

-notes are provided usually English language based only .

- tiffin time is very short this time should be increased.

71

1.STUDENT TEACHER COMMUNICATION

2.COOPERATIVE LEARNING

3.RECOGNIZING STUDENTS STENGTH AND WEAKNESS

72 technology should be use more and it would be better if they provide pdfs for notes

73

â€¢ Need more books in library

â€¢ Need a good lab

â€¢ Students and teachers need to be more active

74

- Lecture method of teaching supported by provision of concise and complete notes beforehand instead of dictation 

would be beneficial

- Sharing real life classroom and school experiences related to topics taught would help to transfer the knowledge in 

pr

75
1. Teachers should use more ICT technologies.

2. Teachers should try to complete the syllabus and practical work much before the exam.

76
By giving chance to the students to prepare presentation to particular topic.

77
â€¢ Teachers are often ready to help the students when they face problems in their academics or other aspects.

â€¢ Proper learning environment is available for holistic development.

â€¢ Teachers encourage students to do better which works as positive motivation.

78

Understanding

Patience

Guiding

79 Teaching-learning experience is satisfactory

80
â€¢Utilize the latest technologies

â€¢Encourage cooperative learning

81

*need breaks inbetween classes

*Timing is very hectic

82 * inclusion of multimedia

83 More ict tools can be used

84

More reference books should be provided in the library



85 Everything is good

86 No suggestions.

87 A longer break.

88

1.increase the break time

2. Provide the children with some entertainment activities 

89

. Introduce innovative infrastructure and technology 

.provide opportunity to learn 

.Measure the students outcomes and improve

90

â€¢ Teaching should be more technical based 

â€¢ Lab based activities 

â€¢ Field work should be more



Srl.No. Observation / Suggestions

Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

B.Ed Students Semester II & IV

91

1. Adopting an engaging teaching method instead of dictating pages after pages of notes. 

2. Actual implementation of the techniques we, the trainee teachers, are being taught to apply in a real-life 

classroom scenario to make it highly interactive. 

3. Emphasizing error-free communication in English as much as possible along with effective communication. Also, 

please normalize the fact that the use of the mother tongue, instead of incorrect use of the English language out of 

compulsion, is far better than sending wrong impressions to students.

92

More student participation in various activities

Career counselling



93

â€¢ Consider new learning methods.

â€¢ Create a positive and inclusive classroom culture.

â€¢ Motivate students to initiate and engage in conversation and encourage them to communicate in English or 

using their mother tongue.

94

A)Washroom sanitization must be improve.

B) Canteen Facility should be improve.

C) Classroom sanitization is also must be improve.

95

1. While giving write up's , please ensure the pace is suitable. Sometimes it's a little fast.

2. Practicum's should be completed first, it takes a lot of time to complete it. Sometimes during the exams we have 

to write practicum.

3. Too many write up's for the whole day is a bit painful. Please consider giving softcopies for such situations.

Thank You for everything

96

1) Apart from academics ,co-curriculum activities if instititution can guide students more for upcoming interview 

session would be helpful.





97

i) Washroom facilities can be improved

ii) There can be at least 5 mins gap between two classes

iii) More no of teachers are needed

98 Teaching learning experience is very good and satisfied from it .

99

1. All notes should be given in initial classes of each semester.

2. Notes should given according to the pattern of syllabus i.e in organized way.

100
1. Teaching not to be conducted in vernacular. Most of the teachers try not to, but while giving examples they tend 

to shift to vernacular examples, though not intentional. But, it may become problem to the very few students.

2. The use of computer should be easier.

3. The exams are all cramped in one single month. Intervals and study breaks between the exams would be better.

101

.  Teacher does not need any type of improvement

.   Every Teacher are very helpful for of all the students 

.  Teacher gives support to everyone

102 Already very good

103 All infrastructures of the college and teaching learning process of the all teacher are too good...



Srl.No. Observation / Suggestions

Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching  learning 

experience in your institution. (Please write your answer in bullets)

B.Ed Students Semester II & IV

104

â€¢need more activity classes like yoga ,swimming etc



â€¢give  trash box in every classes. 



â€¢sometimes lights are blinking .





Parameters
Full 

Marks
Mean

Std. 

Devn.

Polling 

Count
% Mean % SD

Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft 

skills, life skills and employability skills to make you ready for 

the world of work.

4 3.514 0.675 108 88 19

How happy are you with the discipline and security provided 

by the college?
4 3.648 0.685 108 91 19

How much of the syllabus was covered in the class? 4 3.88 0.325 108 97 8

How satisfied are you with the canteen facilities provided by 

the college?
4 2.49 1.072 108 62 43

How satisfied are you with the general quality of infrastructure 

of the college (Classroom, lab, etc.)?
4 3.402 0.772 108 85 23

How satisfied are you with the ICT infrastructure of the 

college?
4 3.356 0.678 108 84 20

How satisfied are you with the library facilities provided by the 

college?
4 3.546 0.599 108 89 17

How satisfied are you with the opportunities provided for 

social services and extension activities by the college?
4 3.509 0.751 108 88 21

How satisfied are you with the opportunities provided for 

training and placement by the college?
4 3.088 0.876 108 77 28

How satisfied are you with the service of the college office? 4 3.355 0.776 108 84 23

How well did the teachers prepare for the classes? 4 3.537 0.584 108 88 17

How well were the teachers able to communicate? 4 3.566 0.701 108 89 20

Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to 

overcome them. 
4 3.198 0.794 108 80 25

Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular 

activities. 
4 3.463 0.673 108 87 19

Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, 

course outcomes and programme outcomes.
4 3.594 0.579 108 90 16

The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and 

grow. 
4 3.269 0.74 108 82 23

The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your 

institute is very good. 
4 3.37 0.675 108 84 20

The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with 

providing right level of challenges.
4 3.305 0.77 108 83 23

The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and 

applications. 
4 3.463 0.726 108 87 21

B.Ed. Students feedback  Data Analysis Sheet Semester II & VI



Parameters
Full 

Marks
Mean

Std. 

Devn.

Polling 

Count
% Mean % SD

B.Ed. Students feedback  Data Analysis Sheet Semester II & VI

The teaching and mentoring process in your institution 

facilitates you in cognitive, social and emotional growth.
4 3.262 0.777 108 82 24

What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD 

projector, Multimedia, etc. while teaching.
4 2.67 0.993 108 67 37

Overall 84 22



Srl No. Remarks
1 A great learning experience so far, in a healthy and secure environment.

2 I am enriched with an overall development in my life being a part of this college.

3 Overall my experience till now in this institution is good. 

4
I feel truly privileged to be a student in Shri Shikshayatan College, and I look forward to learning a lot more in the 

remainder of the B.Ed course.  

5
Students should be allowed to leave whenever she wishes . Jet sprays to be installed in washrooms and regular 

cleaning of the toilets .

6 I think the college canteen needs to be more clean and tidy.

7 overall having a wonderful experience in teaching-learning process as a part of this institution.

8
Having a wonderful time being in the college as student. The faculty members are quite helpful and cooperative. 

9 Nice disciplined knowledgeable 

10 None

11

TEACHING STAFF IS VERY EXPERIENCED AND COOPERATIVE. OVERALL THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE IS ENDEARING 

AND MEMORABLE. LEARNT A LOT OF THINGS , MET TEACHERS WHO ARE WELL AT HEART, EXPERIENCE AND 

WELCOMING. THE INFRASTRUCTURE OF THE INSTITUION IS WELL MAINTAINED.

12 Teachers are very helpful. College ambience is good.

13 Shri Shikshayatan College is the best institution in West Bengal 

14 This is a very good college and I am quite satisfied with the faculty members.

15
I do love our institution a lot. These are my observations . Thank You Shri Shikshayatan College for everything. 

16

1) Please repair the regulators of the classes

2) Some of the ACs need servicing, please look into it 

3) Majority areas are satisfactory !

B.Ed Students Semester II & IV



The classrooms, 
laboratories and teaching 
aids of the institution are 

satisfactory. 

The environment of the 
workplace is comfortable 

and safe. 

The library and available 
resources meet the 
requirements of the 

curriculum. 

The other available 
infrastructure of the college 

is adequate. 

The overall working of the 
college is satisfactory. 

Overall  

% mean 84 94 89 83 86 87 

% SD 17 12 14 18 18 16 
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Srl No. Remarks

1

Space SHORTAGE, long college hours for students AFFECT teaching learning to some extent. Though the LIBRARY 

has sufficient number of TEXT BOOKS, more reference BOOKS, particularly FOREIGN publiations, subject based 

ENCYCLOPAEDIAs  should be available.

2 Satisfied of being a TEACHING STAFF of this Institution

3 Satisfied 

4 Done

5 Satisfied

6 Peaceful working environment. 

7 The college is continuously improving, so are we

8 WARM and vibrant working Environment.

9
I am happy working with such well ORGANIZED institution which makes me feel more comfortable and confident. 

10 i am really indebted to my institution for giving me the opportunity to work here.

11 The facilities for the faculty members should be enhanced. The available resources are not adequate. 

Teachers Remarks


